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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the DAEs arising in applications are of the following structure: 
A(x(t),t)(D(t)x(t)) '  + b(x(t), t) = O, t E I, (1.1) 
or can easily be transformed into this structure, where I describes the interval of interest. A 
linearization of (1.1) around a given function x, E C~ = {z : z E C(I), Dz E C~(I)} leads to 
A(t)(D(t)x(t))'  + B(t)x(t) = q(t), (1.2) 
with A(t) := A(x,(t) ,t) ,  B(y,x, t )  := (A(x,t)y + b(x,t))~, and B(t) := B((n(t)x,(t))~,x,(t) , t) ,  
where all coefficients are supposed to be continuous matrix functions A(t) E R nxm, D(t) E R mxn, 
and B(t) e R '~×" (see [1]). 
The coefficients A(t) and D(t) fulfill the following. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (See [2].) The leading term of (1.2) is stated properly ff the coefficients A(t) 
and D(t) axe well matched in the sense that 
kerA( t )~ ImD(t )=R m, tE I ,  
and there is a continuously differentiable projector R(t) 6 R mxm such that Im R(t) = Im D(t), 
ker R(t) = ker A(t), t E I. 
For our further considerations we will drop the argument t. 
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To describe the structure of a DAE and to determine the index we form a sequence of matrices. 
For given coefficients A, D, and B (A and D well matched) we define 
Go:=AD,  B0 := B, 
Gi+l := Gi + BiQ~ = (Gi + WiBiQ~) (I  + G~. B~Q~) , (1.a) 
Bi+, :-- (Bi-  ci+l - P,, 
where Qi denotes a projector function such that IraQi = kerGi, Pi := I - Qi, and Wi is a 
projector function such that ker Wi = Im Gi. D -  denotes the reflexive generalized inverse of D 
such that D-DD-  = D- ,  DD-D = D, DD-  = R, and D-D = P0, and G~- is the reflexive 
generalized inverse of Gi with GT G~ = Pi and GiG. 7 = I - W~. Using the condition WiGj = O, 
i > j, we can replace the determination of Gi+l by 
ai+l := (G~ + WiBoQi) (I + G.TBiQi) . (1.4) 
DEFINITION 1.2. (See [2].) An equation (1.2) with properly stated leading term/s said to be a 
DAE with tractability index # on the interval I , /z • N, if there is a continuous matrix function 
sequence (1.3) such that 
(a) Gi has constant rank ri on I, 
(b) the projector Q~ fulfills QiQj = O, 0 <_ j < i, 
(c) Q, • C(I,R~×~), DPo. . .P~D-  • Cl( I ,  Rm×m), i _> 0, 
(d) 0 <:_ r0 _< "." _< rv-1 < n and rv = n. 
Denoting Ni := kerGi, we know for DAEs with tractability index that we can choose the 
projectors Q~ in such a way that 
Ni n Ni+l = 0, Vi _> 0 (1.5) 
(see [2]). In order to use Definition 1.2 for determining the index of a DAE (pointwise) numerically 
we have to choose the projectors Qi such that 
QiQj = O, 0 <_ j < i. (1.6) 
As a consequence, certain products of projectors also become projectors, e.g., POP1, etc. 
The paper aims at designing an algorithm to determine the matrix sequence (1.3) numerically. 
The main problem will consist of creating projectors Qi satisfying (1.6). 
After analyzing a properly formulated DAE using the matrix sequence (1.3) we know all the 
matrices and projectors that are necessary to compute consistent initial values for properly for- 
mulated DAEs of index up to 2. In [3-5], algorithms to compute consistent initial values based 
on the classical tractability index are given, and a discussion about various ideas developed in 
the past for computing consistent initial values may also be found. 
2. INDEX DETERMINAT ION 
2.1. The Pseudoinverse 
For a matrix Z E ~mxn we call Z -  E ~nxm a reflexive (generalized) inverse iff it fulfills 
ZZ-Z  = Z and 
Z-ZZ-  = Z- .  
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The products ZZ-  E ~mxm and Z-Z  G R nxn are projectors with the same rank rz.  Let 
P E IR '~x'~ and R E ~mx-~ be given projectors with rank rz  and ZP -- Z and RZ = Z. 
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LEMMA 2.1. With (2.1), (2.2), and the conditions 
Z -Z  = P and (2.3) 
ZZ-  = R, (2.4) 
the reflexive inverse Z-  is uniquely determined. 
PROOF. Let Y be a further matrix fulfilling (2.1)-(2.4). 
(2.2) (2.1) (2.4) (2.4) (2.4) (2.3) (2.2) 
Y = YZY  = YZZ-ZY  = YRZY = YR = YZZ-  = PZ-  = Z- .  | 
To represent the pseudoinverse Z -  we want to use a decomposition of
with nonsingular matrices U, V, and S. The pseudoinverse is given by 
(S -1  m2 )U-1  Z -  = V (2.5) 
ml mlSm2 
with ml and m2 being matrices of free parameters that fulfill 
and 
R = Z Z -  = U ( Io S in2)  
(For details and different constructions of Z -  see [6].) 
2.2. Verif ication of the Wel l -Matched Condit ion 
A and D have to be well matched (see Definition 1.2). This is important in view of the 
representation f the DAE as a user written subroutine, which may easily contain a programming 
error. From Definition 1.2 we obtain the relations 
and 
AD = ARD,  A=AR,  D = RD,  
rank(A) -- rank(D) -- rank(AD). 
Performing an SVD of A and D yields 
A=UA ( ~A o)V T, 
D=UD(~l )  0 )Vg .  
(2.8) 
We can check now that rank(EA) ---- rank(ED). 
To compute the matrix sequence, we need Go := AD.  Using the decompositions, we have 
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and, by 
VTA UD=: H= H3 H4 ' 
relation (2.6) is fulfilled iff HI remains nonsingular. Tocompute he generalized inverse of D we 
use the relations DD- = R = A-A. We have 
°° :~o(~ ~°~°')~o 
( '  °o)~: A-A  = V~ mAltA 
and, with UD = VAH, we obtain the relation 
H(~ ~DmD~ 0 )~ (~',~ 0o) 
This fixes the free parameters 
roD2 = E~I H~'  H2 
and 
mA, = H3HTiE]  1. 
(2.8) 
2.3. The Matrix Sequence 
To start the construction of the matrix sequence (1.3) we need the pseudoinverses D- ,  Go, 
and the projectors Qo, Wo simultaneously. The following relations have to be taken into account: 
D-D = I - Qo, GoGo = I - Qo, and GoG o = I - Wo. Since Go = AD, (2.7) may be written 
in the form 
G°=UA(  Z O) VI~' w i thZ=~AHl~D.  
With an SVD of Z = UzEoV~ we have the SVD of Go as 
Using the SVD of D and Go, the pseudoinverses have the general representation 
D_ = VD ( ~D1 roD2 ) UTD 
\ r~D 1 mD~ ~]DmD~ 
and ( ) (Zl ~o. )~ 
G O = Vo ~Imo, motm°2Eomo2 UTo = VD mo, U-~ mo, Eomo2 
For (i ° ~o~o.)~: 
I -  Wo = Uo o 
this yields ( ~) ( ,  0)~ 
z V°T=VD mol~Z 0 I -Qo=Vo molEo 
and 
D-D = VD mD1E D 
which gives mD1 = mo~UXZED 1, all parameters of D-  are fixed in terms of mol. 
(2.9) 
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Let us now assume that we have determined the matrix sequence up to Gi such that QiQj -- 0 
for j < i. We have to construct Gi+l and a reflexive generalized inverse G~-+I with 
Gi+IG~-+I ---- I - We+l, G~'+IGi+ 1 : I - Qi+l, (2.1o) 
and 
Qi+IQ~ = 0, for j < i + 1. 
First we give a representation of G~-+I. From the matrix sequence we have 
(2.11) 
Gi+x = G~ + B~Q~ = (Gi + WiBiQi)F i  
with the nonsingular matrix F~ = I + G'fBiQi.  For the sequence matrix G~ we obtain a decom- 
position 
Gi .-..~- b/i ( Si O) '~ i  -1 
with b/i, Si, and /)i nonsingular matriees with/4o = Uo, So = ~o, and ~)o = Vo. The other 
components are given by 
a:=v,(S: '  m,,, )b/-1 
\ mi,1 mi,lSimi,2 ] ~ ' 
Q i=Vi  -m~,xS~ I I l,~ i , 
with the upper and lower triangle matrices 
Using the detailed structure of the different matrices we find 
If we structure 
we obtain the SVD of 
Using this decomposition yields 
{bh bi2) 
0 i+1. 
Y 
----:Ui.{. 1
0)( ' 
and we define 
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The pseudoinverse of Gi+l is then given by 
G~4-1 = Vi-}-I ( 
1 
\ mi+l,1 
mi+1,2 ~ ~-1 
mi+l,lSi+lmi+l,2 ) i+1" 
To use G~-+I for calculations we have to determine the free parameters mi+l,1 and mi+l,2 in such 
a way that (2.11) is fulfilled. From (2.13) we see that only mi+l,1 influences Qi+l, and f~om (2.12) 
that only mi+1,2 influences Wi+l. So far, we have no special conditions for the projectors Wj. 
What is a suitable criterion for (2.11)? 
From (2.10) we conclude that 1 - G~+IGi+I = Qi+l and it follows that Qj - G~+IGi+IQj = 0 
has to be fulfilled for j < i + 1. Furthermore, and using the structure of Gi+l we obtain 
G:,+IB¢Q ~ = Q3, j = 0 , . . .  , i .  (2.14) 
Are these conditions helpful for a determination of mi+l,l? 
With 
condition (2.14) may be written, after multiplying by ])jT~,j from the right, as 
])j (0 ,j)=~)iq-1 (~+1 mi+l,2 ~q11Bj~)j (0 
\ mi+x,1 mi+l,l~i+lmi+l,2 ] I~ / " 
Introducing 
it follows that 
With 
we have the relation 
W 12 ( S~__l_ 1 
~~- - -  \ mi+l,1 
V~A_llVj( 0 )=(  ~+11 mi+l,2 )0~+11 
l j  k mi+l,1 mi+l,lSi+lmi+l,2 
=:t~j 1(0 
[ wll 
~3j -.~: k W21 Wj 
mi+l,18i+lmi+l,2 ] "'" j+2 vrj+l Tu'j ~2 ' 
Y 
~:Z j  
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
for j -- 0 , . . . ,  i. Let us have a look at the special structure of zj .  
v;+ l . . . 
V ;+ l  zj 
07÷, / \ ] 
All factors in ~'~-1 have the structure (I .) 
"k ' 
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where the number of columns in (:) 
is less than or equal to n - rj+l, which means that 
z~ = ( ~j+l ° o) ~ ) • (2.17) 
This forms the following linear system: 
/ sT+~l \ (~o .-- ~ ,~- -  ~ ~,+1.~ ),~o ... z,~. (~.1~/ 
\mi+l,1 mi+l,lSi+lmi+l,2 
=Tw =Tz 
Let us investigate the properties of g in detail. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the DAE (1.2) be a DAE with tractability index tz; then the matr/x 
z :=(z0  ... z,) 
has full (column) rank for i _> 0. 
PROOF. Owing to the tractability of (1.2) it holds that 
0 = Nk N Nk+l = kerGk N (ker Gk n ker BkQk) 
= kerGk n ker BkQk (see [2]). 
(2.19) 
Using the decomposition f
and the structure of 
1 ~,k.k b~2/ l,k k ,  
ker Gk has the representation 
kerCk={v:v=VkTl'k( vl)v2 , vl=O) 
and 
kerBkQk-~{v:v=l)kTl'k( vl)v2 fblk2) } 
' \ b~2_ v~ = O . 
/' b~2) must have full column rank. It follows immediately Condition (2.19) means now that ~ k2 
/ 
that (i 
. . . .  ~;+~ 0 Tk+l ~,k \b~2 /
has full rank, too. Each component of Z has full rank. Now let us have a look at the rank of Z 
itself. Having reached the level i of the matrix sequence, we can compute Gi+l, and we want to 
compute the nullspace projector Q~+I with Property (b) of Definition 1.2. We know that there 
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exists a (reflexive) generalized inverse G~-+I with I-GT~+1G~+1 = Qi+l and (2.14). The projectors 
Qo, . . - ,  Qi were chosen in such a way that 
Non... nN~={0}. (2.20) 
Consider a nontrivial linear combination of the columns of Z and let us assume that it is 
identically zero. With 
/~ :--~ ( . ,~0, . . . , /~ i )  T 
and 
~5 := (~J~,...,'~JkJ)T 
and kj being equal to the number of columns of zj, which is rank Qj, we can reformulate 
, , (0 )  
o = z~ = ~ ~5~ = Z (°  ~ ) ~j 
j=O jffi0 
= - _, {~;2 
j=o j+l 
- -  ( -1 -1 0 
= ~o:+' , . . .u ;A  ~ oT r~,~u; BsV~ 
j= 0 j+l ,, 
5=o 
Multiplying the latter expression by G~-+lL/i+l leads to 
i 
o = GT+,U,+l Zu~+~B~Qs,,j 
jffiO 
i 
= E GhIBjQjvJ 
j=o 
i 
= E Q~vj. 
j=0 
and using (2.14) (2.21) 
Because of (2.20) the terms Qjvj E Nj are independent. This means that every term Qjvj 
of (2.21) is zero, and hence, Aj = 0 due to the structure of vj. This contradicts our assumption 
and Z has full (column) rank. | 
Let us consider the solution of the linear system (2.18) 
Using the structure of 
\mi+l ,1  mi+l,lSi+lmi+l,2 } 
z__ 
(see (2.17)), we can reformulate (2.18) as 
\ mi+l,1 
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First we discover that the parameter m~+i,2 does not influence the computation of m~+l,1 and, 
second, that we can represent a solution X of W = XZ by X -- WZ-  with an arbitrary 
(generalized) reflexive inverse Z-, since Z-Z  = I is valid for full column rank matrices. The 
appropriate part of X in the lower left corner gives us a value for m~+i,1. Which parameter set 
we select depends on the inverse Z -  which is used. If we look at a Householder decomposition 
of a full column rank matrix 
with nonsingular R, the (generalized) reflexive inverse is given by 
Z- - - (R  -1 ~)U T (2.22) 
with the free parameter rh. 
3. CONSISTENT IN IT IAL  VALUES 
We consider the initial value problem (1.1) with the initial condition 
(DP1)(x(to), to)(x(to) - a) = 0, (3.1) 
with an arbitrary given vector a. Problems in using (3.1) will be discussed in Section 3.1. 
Let us assume that 
A1 : Im A(x, t) depends moothly on t only, (3.2) 
i.e., that the projector Wo depends on t only. Notice that all solutions of (1.1) lie in 
Mo(t) := {x 6 Dl, Wo(t)b(x, t) = 0}, (3.3) 
which describes the constraint of (1.1), where D/ C R ~ is the domain of the left side of (1.1). 
Mo(t) does not depend on the special choice of W0. We introduce the space S, which is closely 
related to the tangent space of Mo(t) by 
s(x,  t) := {z e R"  : Wo(t)B( , x, t)z = O) = {z e R"  : Wo(t)b'(x,t)  = 0) .  (3.4) 
It is well known that the condition N(t) n S(x, t) = (0} characterizes the index 1 case. We are 
interested in the index 2 case, where 
Y (t) N S(x, t) = Im Qo(t)Q1 (y, x, t) (3.5) 
(see [4,7]). A straightforward modification of the proof in [4] shows the validity of (3.5) also for 
DAEs with properly stated leading term. Let us introduce a projector T(x, t) onto Im Qo(t)Q1 (y, 
x, t) and U := I - T. 
We will assume that 
A2 : No(t) N S(x, t) does not depend on x. (3.6) 
The idea of the computation of consistent initial values is based on a description of the so-called 
hidden constraint Ml(t) of the DAE, which is a subset of Mo(t) and which is, in contrast o Mo(t), 
filled with solutions in the index 2 case. Following the discussions in [3,41 we investigate the DAE 
where I2¢'1 describes a projector dependent only on time with Wll)dl -- 1~1, I~IW1 = W1, and 
l)dl(l - W0) = 0, which exists locally. Kw1 describes a constant matrix with WIKw1 = WI, 
which possibly reduces the necessary differentiations. For a more convenient description we set 
f((Dx)', x, t) := A(x, t)(nx)' + b(x, t). (3.8) 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let the DAE (1.1) have tractability index 2. Let Assumptions A1, A2 be fulfilled 
and D 6 C 1, then (3.7) has index I and the same solutions as (1.1) ff in addition (at least in one 
point), 
(12v'ib) (x(to),to) = 0. (3.9) 
PROOF. We want to apply Theorem 2.4.6 from [4]. For that purpose we have to transform (1.1) 
into the structure used in [4]. Using D 6 C 1 we obtain from (1.1) that  
A(x, t)D(t)(Pox)' + A(x, t)D'Pox + b(=, t), = O. 
AC=,t) [,('~,t) 
We see that Qo(t) = Qo(t) and lPo(t) = Wo(t). The matrices G1 used in [4] and Gx differ only 
in terms of the structure (A(x,t)w)'.  Because of WIWo = W1 and Wo = Wo(t) we can use the 
same projectors Wt = 1Y¢'I and l/~rl. II 
Let us have a look at (3.7) after multiplying by Wl(x,t), 
Wl(x, t )d (gw,  Wo(t)f((Dx)', x, t))  = O. (3.10) 
Recall (see [4]) that  due to (3.6) the projector U does not depend on x and 
wl(=,  t) = Wl(V(t)z,  t), 
(Wob)(x, t) = (Wob)(U(t)x, t) (3.11) 
are valid. Equation (3.10) may be written as 
Wl (Ux, t) d (Kw, (Wob)(Ux, t)) = W,(Ux, t)((Wob)~(Ux)' + (Wob)~) 
D-  ((Dz)'-D'Ux) 
= 14"1 (SD- ( (Dx) '  - D 'Vx)  + (Wob)~) = O. 
Equation (3.12) describes the hidden constraint of the index 2 DAE 
M1 (t) := {x 6 D s : 3 y A(x, t)y + b(x, t) = O, 
Wl (x, t) (b" (x, t)D- (y - D'Ux) + (Wob)~(x, t)) = 0}. 
If we collect all equations together, we have 
(3.7) times ( I -  I?¢1) 
(3.12) 
(3.9) 
(3.1) 
( I -  Wl(t)) f (  (Dx)', x, t) = O, 
W1 (BD-((Dx) '  - D'Ux) + (Wob)~) = O, 
l?Vlf ( ( Dx)', x, to) = O, 
( DPt)(x(to), to)(x(to) - a) = O. 
Introducing the unknowns y := R(Dx)'(to), x = x(to) and considering the above equations in 
the point to, we obtain 
/ (y,  =, to) = 0, 
W1 (BD- (y  - D'Vx) + (Wob)~t) = O, 
(3.13) 
(DP1)(x, to)(x - a) = O, 
( I  - R )y  = O. 
We have to check the solvability of system (3.13). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A1 and A2 be valid and let tile implication 
((DP1)(x, t)(x - a))" (I - QI~{*BPoP1) (I - PoQl(x,t))z = 0 ~ DPl(x,t)z = 0 (3.14) 
hold with ~2 = G1 + BoPoQ,; then system (3.13) has a full-rank Jacobian matrix in a neighbor- 
hood of the solution. 
REMARK. 
1. A similar proof, not basing on the properly stated leading term formulation and using the 
so-ciled canonical projector, can be found in [3,4]. 
2. Condition (3.14) looks a little bit different from [3]. This follows from using arbitrary 
projectors PI. You can find a discussion of (3.14) in [3]. 
PROOF. For A := f~(y,x,t) and B := f'(y,x,t) the Jacobian matrix of (3.13) is 
WIBD-  - D'Ux) + 
J - / " 
\ I -R  0 / 
To prove its full rank we consider a z fulfilling Jz = O. For z = (zy, z~) T we obtain the first 
equation 
Az~ + Bz~ = O. 
Multiplying it by G{, gives 
P,D-z~ + ~I  BD-DPlz~ + Qozx + QlZx = 0. 
The multiplication by DP1, DQ,, and Qo yields 
DP, D-z~ + DPIG~IBD-DP,  z~ = 0, (3.15) 
DQIG~*BD-DPlz~ + DQlz~ = 0, (3.16) 
-QoQ1D-z~ + (Qo~IBD-DP1 + QoQ1 + Qo) z~ = 0. (3.17) 
The other equations provide 
WiSD-z~ + {W1 (SD- (y  - D'Vx) + (W0b)~) }' zx = 0, (3.18) 
{DP,(x - a)}'z~ = 0, (3.19) 
(I - R)zy = 0. (3.20) 
Because of its structure and (3.11) the second term of (3.18) depends on U(t)x only, i.e., we can 
replace (3.18) by 
? ! 
W1BD-zy + {W1 (SD- (y  - D'Ux) + (W0b),) }~ Uz~ = 0. (3.21) 
From (3.16) we obtain 
DQ1 (Qlg~IBPoPt + I) z% = 0, (3.22) 
z-= 
and from (3.19) we derive 
{ DP,(x - a) }'~zx = { DP~(x - a)y  (I - Q~G{I BPoP,) (I + Q,g{I  BPoP~) z~ 
and, tinily, with (3.22) 
= {DPl(x - ~)}" (I - Q Ig~IBD-DP, )  (I - PoQ1)zx. 
Using assumption (3.14) it follows that DPI~ = 0, which implies that DPlz~ = 0 and 
DQlz~ = O. With (3.15) it follows that DP1D-zy = 0 and because of (3.20) we obtain that 
z~ = DQID-z ,  and z~ = Qoz~. Due to (3.17) this leads to QoQiD-z~ = Qozx and, finally, 
(3.21) implies that WIBPoQ1D-zy = 0, i.e., DQ1D-z~ = 0, which means that Q0z~ = 0. | 
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3.1. The  Init ial  Condi t ion and Its Pract ica l  Use 
Before we are looking for a solution of (3.13) let us discuss a difficulty related to the initial 
condition (3.1). To illustrate the problem we consider the trajectory prescribed path control 
problem [5,8]. The components of the eight-dimensional unknown vector have a physical mean- 
ing: 
x(1): altitude (H), 
x(2): longitude (¢), 
x(3): geocentric latitude (A), 
x(4): magnitude of the relative velocity vector (VR), 
x(5): relative flight path angle (~), 
x(6): relative azimuth (A), 
. . .  and so on. 
A projector for this problem has the structure 
1 
DP1 = 1 (3.23) 
1 ~1 ~2 
0 
0 0 0 
with functions ~1, ~2 depending on the solution. For this example the fourth equation of 
(DP1)(x(to), to)(x(to) - a) = 0 reads 
(x4(t0) - 34) + ¢l(x(to))(xh(tO) - 35) + ¢2(x(to))(x6(to) - 36) = 0, 
i.e., only if the values a~ and 36 are chosen consistently (which is not known in advance), 
x4(t0) -- 34 will be realized. How can we help an engineer to obtain necessary values? We could 
replace (3.1) by another equation, but the projector DPI has the advantage that its rank gives 
us the degree of freedom of our system and we have solvability for system (3.13). The proposal 
is to mix (3.1) with an additional equation 
z(x(to)) = O, z E R nz, 0 < nz <_ rank(DP1), (3.24) 
which contains pecifications made by the user. 
4. NUMERICAL  REAL IZAT ION WITH MATLAB 
4.1. Index Determinat ion  
To realize the matrix sequence (1.3) we need the matrices A, D, and B. If the DAE is given as 
f((d(x(t) ,  t))', x(t), t) = O, (4.1) 
the related matrices are 
A := f~, B := f'~, and D :-- d~. 
f~ means the derivative of f with respect to the first argument. For the theoretical investigations 
we consider a quasilinear structure (1.1), but the algorithm is implemented for more general 
equations (4.1). 
The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. In the first step, the well-matched condition (see 
Definition 1.1) of A and D is verified (see Section 2.2). The SVD of A and D is used to perform an 
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SVD of the first matrix sequence lement Go = AD. The free parameter m0,1 in G~ (see (2.9)) is 
set to zero (but a parameter in the routines) and the second parameter set mi,2, which influences 
the projector IV/, is set to zero, too. The algorithm follows the description given in Section 2.3. 
This means that we have to perform an SVD of the dimension d~ = n - rank Gi in every step up 
to the condition that di = 0. 
The computation of G~-+I needs the solution of (2.18). We check the full rank condition of Z, 
which checks the tractability of the DAE (see Definition 1.2). The pseudoinverse of Z is computed 
by (2.22) with the free parameter rh = 0. 
The calculation of the matrix sequence lement Bi+l (1.3) contains a time differentiation. It 
is well known that numerical differentiation is a difficult, sensitive procedure. But if we look 
at (1.4) we discover that the first derivative is needed for the determination of an index 3 DAE. 
Other concepts (e.g., using derivative arrays, see [9]) require at least a second derivative of the 
whole equation at that point. That means that the presented concept can decide with only 
one differentiation whether a DAE has index 3 or a higher index. But also for higher index 
equations the algorithm is useful, because it provides information about a time dependency of 
(DPo... PiD-). All differentiations (numerical approximation ofA, B, or D, time differentiations 
in the matrix sequence to compute Bi) are performed by the MATLAB routine numjac. 
4.2. Calculat ion of  Cons is tent  In i t ia l  Values 
We have to solve the nonlinear system (3.13) extended by the user routine z(x). 
f (y ,  t) = 0, 
W1 (BD- (y - D'Ux) -4- (Wob)~) = O, 
(x - R )y  = o, 
z (z )  = O, 
(DP1)(x, t0)(x - c~) = 0. 
(4.2) 
We solve (4.2) by an adapted Newton method. The first difference to a classical Newton method is 
that we do not take into account he dependences of all projectors and matrices on the unknowns y
and x. We could say that we fix their variables. By this trick we can use an available Jacobian 
matrix. Now (4.2) may be written as 
f (y ,x ,  t) = 0, 
Wl(x,, to) (B(y,, x,, to)D-(y - D'Ux) + (Wob)~(x, to)) = O, 
( I  - R )y  = O, 
z (z )  = O, 
(DP1)(x,, to)(x - cO = O. 
(4.3) 
Recall that D, R, U, and W0 depend on t only. Secondly, we have to decide which of the 
equations we will use because of the possible overdetermination by the last two equations. For 
that reason we combine the decomposition of the Jacobian matrix with the determination of 
linearly dependent equations, which are not used. The Jacobian matrix of (4.3) with respect o y 
and x is given by 
with ) = W1BD-  + 0 J1 ~ I oR  WI(BD-D'U 
z" 
and J2=(O DPx). 
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Using a Householder decomposition of J~- =: (~/~ we obtain, for j s ,  the representation (for a 
clearer epresentation we will suppress the necessary column exchange in the formula) 
~T :O(R OTJ : ) ,  
and by 
Oo) 
we split C := QTJ2r into C, ) in the same way. Using a second decomposition of C2 =: O/~ 
and the structure of/~ = (/~ 0) yields 
(0 ) 0(' ) 0cll ¢? 0 h 0 
This decomposition gives us the possibility to check the rank conditions, to decide which of 
the equations of (4.2) are linearly dependent and can be deleted, and, additionally, we have a 
decomposition to solve the linear systems in each Newton step. It should be stressed that the 
computed solution is not a least squares olution, but a solution of a nonsingular quadratic linear 
system using the linearly independent equations only. 
The structure of dl ensures that the additional user's equation is taken into account in any 
case.  
The decision that the residual of the used equations of (4.2) is smaller than a given tolerance 
is made after a new calculation of the matrices and projectors, ensuring that all equations are 
really considered in the same point y, x. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We will present a few examples illustrating the algorithms to determine the index and to 
compute consistent initial values. At first we have to describe a problem by a specially struc- 
tured MATLAB routine. The structure is similar to the description of ODEs in MATLAB. The 
algorithm and the example files are available under h t tp : / /w~.mathemat ik .hu-ber l in .de /  
-lamour/software. 
The following examples are tested. (See Table 1.) 
Table 1. 
Index Dimension 
1. Example 2.1 from [2] 3 3 
2. Classical mathematical pendulum 3 5 
3. Andrew's squeezing mechanism from [101 3 27 
4. Aircraft from [10] 5 8 
5. Discharge pressure control from [11] 2 7 
6. Robotic arm from [10] 5 8 
7. Electronic circuit [12] 2 2 
8. Path following [8] 2 8 
The index of the examples was verified by the algorithm. One of the reasons for developing 
this algorithm was to compute projectors Qi with (1.6). Table 2 summarizes the dimensions of 
the matrices ~j of the different levels, the compliance with property (1.6), and the projector 
property Q2 _ Qj = o. 
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max HQkQj ]] maxj IQ~ -- ~.~ ]
Ex. Eo El ~-]2 E3 E4 ~']5 0_~k~indexol 
j<k 
1. 2 0 9 1 o 0 
2. 4 o 0 1 4 .8e -  16 3.9e - 16 
3. 14 7 0 6 8 .7e -  12 1.1e- 11 
4. 6 1 0 0 0 1 6.7e-  15 4.3e-  15 
5. 3 3 1 5.0e-  15 7.9e-  15 
6. 6 0 0 1 0 1 6 .8e -  14 4.4e-  14 
7. 1 0 1 0 0 
8. 6 0 2 0 .7e -  12 2.1e-  11 
To show the computat ion  of consistent init ial values we select Example  8 with the  init ial values 
y -- 0, x = (100000, 0, 0, 12000, -2 ,  50, 2.6, -0 .5 ) .  For an accuracy of 10 -13 we obta in  the solut ion 
/ -2 .082942931551142e+02~ 4.017553236288956e - 04 | 4.017553236288956e - 04 | = Y= -3 .459611347519115e+01 ] ' x 
-1.490116635716069e - 22~ 
1.490279137166063e - 21 / 
1.000000000000000e + 05 
0 
1.520496541764939e-  28 
1.193498981952058e+04 
-1.000000000000000e + 00 
4.500000000000000e + 01 
2.711276792141309e + 00 
-5.175036627397555e - 02 /  
Comply ing  with the request of an engineer we set, by means of the user funct ion z: z(1) = 
x(4)  - 12000. It  results that  
/ -2 .094288772474021e+02~ 4.039436946700642e - 04 | 4.039436946700642e - 04 | Y= -3 .497826035277599e+01 | ' 
-1.490065609701807e - 22~ 
1.503225041635664e-  21 / 
x = 
1.000000000000000e + 05 
2.853257150217720e-  21 
8.956711672724184e - 21 
1.200000000000000e + 04 
-1.000000000000000e + 00 
4.500000000000000e + 01 
2.672870048053042e + 00 
-5.220958583823603e - 02 /  
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